
Thursday 11th February 2021
L.C. Can you complete your final piece?



Starter – Drawing in perspective

• Can you 
recall and 
name the 
key parts of 
my 
perspective 
piece?



Our aim…

• This week, we will be finishing our final piece for this half term – this 
will depict a journey through a tunnel at the aquarium, where we will 
have chance to observe examples of fish, coral and shells, as well as 
any other sea creatures we may want to include.

• This will give you the chance to apply everything that we have 
covered so far this half term.

• Here’s what it might look like…





Where did we get to?

• We had drawn in our 
‘structure’ and begun 
to colour the floor.

• Does your picture 
look like this? Let’s 
have a look…



Next

• Now we can begin to 
add the details of our 
aquarium – starting 
with coral would be a 
great way to do this!

• I’ve drawn the coral 
that is closest to me, 
which means it 
appears quite large.



Remember…

• I can also add coral 
that appears further 
away, so I need to 
draw this a lot 
smaller.

• Try to vary the 
shapes and types of 
coral that you add.



Remember…

• You could also add 
some seaweed along 
the bottom of each 
side of the aquarium 
to give a more 
realistic feel, just like 
in our example piece!



Now

• Think about other 
elements that we 
could now add – this 
could be a range of sea 
creatures from the 
aquarium, including 
types of fish.

• Try to include some 
clear details in your 
sketches, such as eyes, 
fins and patterns.



Remember…

• Don’t forget that 
creatures that 
appear further away 
need to be drawn 
smaller.



Some more examples



After

• Now it is time to add 
some colour…

• Remember, we can 
show blending of 
colours and use 
darker shades to add 
shadow.



Another example…



Finally…
• Now we need to 

add the colour 
for the water…

• You could do this 
with crayon, 
chalk, coloured 
pencil or even 
water colours.

• You could even 
vary the shade of 
blue that you use 
to suggest that 
some water is 
further away.


